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DEISA is a consortium of leading national supercomputing centres in 
Europe that is operating and enhancing a persistent, production qual-
ity, distributed supercomputing environment with continental scope in 
Europe. D-Grid is the central German Grid initiative that builds up 
and operates a sustainable Grid infrastructure in Germany and estab-
lishes methods of e-science in the German scientific community. To 
integrate their resources, both the DEISA and D-Grid communities 
have adopted the most advanced Grid middleware systems and appli-
cations currently available. D-Grid uses UNICORE, Globus and 
LCG/gLite for job submission. The DEISA consortium decided to 
embrace UNICORE as a job submission interface for the DEISA Grid 
infrastructure. Both projects focus on the production use of Grid mid-
dleware. This paper describes the experiences with UNICORE as Grid 
middleware in e-infrastructures comprising systems in production use. 
1 Introduction 
Since “The Grid: Blueprint for a New Computing Infrastructure" [2] 
many national and continental Grid projects around the world exist and the 
number of funded projects even seem to increase every year. While in the 
beginning the projects concentrated on building a working Grid middleware, 
today we observe more and more projects targeting production ready Grid 
environment for scientists. Among others this production scope is defined in 
DEISA and D-Grid, too.  
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The DEISA (Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing 
Applications) project [1] started in May 2004 to provide a persistent and 
production quality, distributed supercomputing environment. The members 
of the consortium wish to improve the level of exploitation of their systems 
and, at the same time, to provide a higher Quality of Service to the users, by 
being able to offer them a larger joint resource pool [2]. When building such 
an infrastructure the DEISA partners considered several applications and 
middleware technologies that are providing the functionalities necessary to 
integrate their high-performance computing systems. 
The DEISA consortium decided to use UNICORE (UNiform Interface to 
Computing REsources) [3] to establish a Grid infrastructure. UNICORE is 
one of the leading Grid middleware systems used in for production usage at 
a number of supercomputing centres and Grid infrastructures [4]. It hides the 
complexity of the underlying systems and architectures providing users with 
a seamless environment to work in and it uses a single sign-on mechanism 
based on X.509 certificates from a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). 
D-Grid [5] started as the national German Grid initiative in September 
2005 combining seven community projects dealing with astronomy, climate 
research, high energy physics, engineering, medical research, humanities, 
and energy meteorology. In D-Grid the available middleware is Globus [12], 
LCG/gLite [6] and UNICORE. Thus the scientists are free to choose the best 
middleware for their application or just the middleware they are familiar 
with. This paper describes the experiences with UNICORE in production 
within DEISA and D-Grid and the features of a Grid middleware to meet the 
user requirements. 
2 UNICORE 
UNICORE provides a seamless interface for preparing and submitting 
jobs to a wide variety of heterogeneous distributed computing resources and 
data storages. It supports users for running scientific and engineering appli-
cations in a heterogeneous Grid environment.  
The UNICORE software was initially developed in the UNICORE and 
UNICORE Plus projects [4,9] funded by the German Ministry of Education 
and Science (BMBF) until the end of 2002. After that, its functionalities and 
its robustness were enhanced within several EU-funded projects, for exam-
ple,  EUROGRID [6] and OpenMolGRID [7]. Since 2004, several super-
computing centres are employing UNICORE in production. 
In UNICORE every job is represented by a Java based abstract job for-
mulation, the so-called Abstract Job Object (AJO). This gives the user the 
possibility to prepare jobs on an abstract level without having to know spe-
cific details of a particular target system. With the abstract formulation, the 
job can be submitted to different target architectures running different batch 
schedulers without changes. 
 
2.1 UNICORE components  
UNICORE possesses a vertically integrated architecture. It provides both 
client and server components. In the current, production ready version, 
UNICORE 5, the server-side consists of the Gateway, Network Job Supervi-
sor (NJS) including an Incarnation Database (IDB), the UNICORE User 
Database (UUDB), and the Target System Interface (TSI). All components 
are written in Java and Perl allowing UNICORE to be installed on a large 
variety of operating systems. 
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The user only has to install the UNICORE client, and apart from some 
simple location configuration, has to know little regarding the functionality 
of the server components. 
The UNICORE client GUI is used for the preparation, submission, moni-
toring, and administration of complex multi-site and multi-step jobs. It pro-
vides the user with an extensible application support, resource management 
of the target system, and integrated security mechanism.  
Every submitted abstract job request (AJO) is signed using the personal 
X.509 certificate of the user. Thus, other UNICORE server components can 
perform authentication and authorisation relying on the public key infra-
structure (PKI) in use. The NJS translates the abstract job information to a 
concrete job which is executed on the target system then. The client also 
provides data management and transfer functionality through an intuitive 
GUI. 
 
2.2 Monitoring of UNICORE servers with SIMON 
For production Grids it is crucial to monitor the functionality of all in-
volved components. Administrators should always be aware of problems 
before the user is. Therefore, DEISA developers implemented SIMON (Site 
Monitor for UNICORE Grids). SIMON is based on implementations coming 
together with DESHL (see section 2.3) from the DEISA JRA7 group. It 
monitors the state of a UNICORE based Grid deployment by executing user-
defined test suites periodically and automatically against selected sites. 
SIMON provides both availability and functionality tests of  the UNICORE 
server components. 
Fig. 1. Schema of SIMON functionality 
Functionality tests include job execution monitoring as well as file im-
ports to remote file systems. SIMON is easy to install and to configure via a 
Java based graphical user interface and thus is very flexible to add UNI-
CORE sites or extend the parameters of an already existing site. SIMON 
records both expected and unexpected outcomes. That information can be 
used to build detailed reports regarding the health status of the Grid. The test 
results might be extracted and prepared in various final presentation formats 
or for instance they can be emailed to the UNICORE administrators. SIMON 
is used in both DEISA and D-Grid to monitor the UNICORE components. 
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2.3 DESHL (DEISA Services for the Heterogeneous man-
agement Layer)  
DESHL is a set of tools which allow users and their applications to man-
age batch jobs and data across a computing Grid. DESHL offers a command 
line environment to users. The option of having command line access to Grid 
infrastructures is extremely attractive for many users, but often not at the 
expense of the graphical option, and DESHL nicely compliments the full 
featured UNICORE graphical client. The development of DESHL takes 
place within the JRA7 activity of the DEISA project and whilst DEISA users 
are currently the main DESHL users, there is no impediment preventing the 
software being used on other infrastructures, such as D-Grid. 
DESHL is currently used across the UNICORE 5 based infrastructure of 
DEISA, and does not require any additional software installation or configu-
ration on the server-side, on top of the normal UNICORE installation and 
configuration. Thus, the seamless environment enjoyed by a GUI UNICORE 
user is also available to the DESHL user.   
In addition to the command line API support DESHL can be used from 
within applications through an implementation of the SAGA API. Finally, 
DESHL is distributed with excellent documentation and a graphical installer. 
Two key software abstraction layers further enhance the portability of 
DESHL. From the implementation perspective, the Roctopus [11] API is 
used to isolate the specific characteristics of a particular Grid middleware, 
and this will be exploited in future to provide DESHL support for  Web-
Service based UNICORE 6 Grid deployments. From an application devel-
oper and command line user perspective, file and job management use the 
emerging SAGA (Simple API for Grid Applications) [16] Grid standard. 
This includes using SAGA directives as the basis of the job description 
document. The programmer API which users can use within their own appli-
cations is based on the SAGA API. It is noteworthy that DESHL was the 
first available Java implementation of the emerging SAGA standard. 
 
3 Production environment in D-Grid and DEISA 
    A Grid middleware can only be as powerful as the underlying soft-
ware, hardware and network is. So it is essential to achieve a smoothly func-
tioning combination of all aspects. How this fits into the production charac-
ter of D-Grid and DEISA will be shown in the next sections. 
 
3.1 D-Grid user management infrastructure 
In order to make Grid resources available to users via UNICORE or other 
middleware, a Grid infrastructure is required. For this, a point of information 
comprising a user portal and a provider portal has been installed for D-Grid 
users and resource providers. Users obtain the information to get a user Grid 
certificate, to register for a Virtual Organization (VO), to install and to use 
Grid middleware clients (i.e. the UNICORE client). Certificates can be ob-
tained from Registration Authorities (RAs) run by all partners of the core D-
Grid, by the DFN and by GridKA. The registration of users is done using 
VOMRS [13]. For each community and for the core integration project an 
own VO with an own instance of a VOMRS server has been configured. 
Users register to the VOMRS server of the corresponding VO. The UNI-
CORE client is provided in a version which is specially pre-configured for 
the use in D-Grid. 
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For resource providers information is supplied to install the Grid middle-
ware and to integrate the resources into the D-Grid infrastructure. The inte-
gration comprises the registration of a resource to the D-Grid resource man-
agement system, where a database with information about all resources is 
stored. To help the local administrator in managing D-Grid users at his site, 
the mapping of certificate DNs (Distinguished Names) to Unix accounts for 
D-Grid users of all VOs which are allowed to access these resources, can 
(regularly) be generated by a script which contacts the D-Grid resource man-
agement system. The information concerning which VOs have access to a 
resource is stored in the database of the resource management system. This 
information is used as a pointer to find the corresponding VOMRS database 
which obtains the information about users who are allowed to access the 
resources of the VO. Additionally the resource management system provides 
the DNs of the Grid server certificates of the UNICORE Network Job Su-
pervisor (see section 2.1) of other installations within D-Grid. The informa-
tion about user mapping together with the DNs of NJS server certificates are 
used to update the UNICORE User Data Base (UUDB) of the local installa-
tions. 
 
3.2 DEISA user management infrastructure 
To achieve a higher level of interoperability between the different re-
sources, the DEISA partners decided to harmonise their user management 
systems and to establish a DEISA user administration system by deploying a 
distributed network of LDAP [15] servers. They are used to propagate in-
formation about DEISA users from the user’s home site to all the partner 
sites. A standardisation of the naming schema for DEISA users and the as-
signment of site-specific ranges of UIDs and GIDs ensure that DEISA user 
accounts are replicable on every system belonging to the DEISA infrastruc-
ture. 
A user who wants to use DEISA resources needs to apply for an account 
only at his home site. The user record information (user name, UID, GID, 
the subject of his certificate, etc.) propagates via LDAP from his home site 
to all the other DEISA sites.  
Every night the local UUDB is updated automatically with the new user 
information coming from LDAP. As an improvement of the UNICORE au-
thorization system the DEISA consortium requested to implement a modifi-
cation in the UUDB internal management. The standard UUDB implementa-
tion maps the complete public part of the user’s certificate to a user’s ac-
count, while the modified DEISA UUDB checks only whether the Distin-
guished Name (DN) of the certificate used to sign the UNICORE Job (see 
section 2) is present in the UUDB. With support of the UNICORE develop-
ers, the implementation of the UUDB authorisation mechanism has been 
adapted accordingly. A new release of the UUDB also allows the mapping of 
one DN to more than one user ID and/or project. This is interesting for users 
working in several projects and who do not want to apply for a new certifi-
cate each time. 
Nearly all the resources of the DEISA infrastructure are now integrated 
also by means of a shared file system (fig. 2). GPFS-MC (General Parallel 
File System-Multi Cluster) [10] allows achieving a transparent high-
performance data access over the Wide Area Network.  
When submitting a job, UNICORE creates a temporary working directory 
(called USPACE) at the target system where, among others, batch scripts, 
input, output and error files are placed. At first, DEISA partners did not re-
quire a common path for the USPACE. It was simply located on a site local 
file system. However, when submitted UNICORE jobs are to be migrated to 
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other clusters by the Multi-Cluster LoadLeveler, the USPACE at the origi-
nating cluster needs to be transparent. 
As a solution, the different partners have decided to configure UNICORE 
in order to use a common USPACE path on the GPFS-MC. In this way, 
UNICORE jobs submitted to the homogeneous super-cluster (see the dotted 
lines in fig. 2) have always a consistent reference to the USPACE and thus to 
the files needed by the NJS at the originating site for monitoring the job 
status and fetching the output. The implementation of this solution required 



















































































Fig. 2. Schema of the DEISA UNICORE deploymen. The dotted lines connect the sites of the 
homogeneous super-cluster. These sites employ the multi-cluster LoadLeveler that al-
lows migrating jobs directly from site to site.  
    
4 Experiences from using UNICORE in production Grid 
infrastructures 
     For more than three years now, UNICORE has been used in produc-
tion in several European universities, companies and research centres. Mid 
2005 the DEISA Extreme Computing Initiative (DECI) was launched aiming 
at enabling new challenging supercomputer applications. This initiative was 
set up to enable a number of those “grand challenge” applications in all areas 
of science and technology. These leading, pioneering applications depend on 
the DEISA infrastructure because they are dealing with complex, demanding 
and innovative simulations, and benefit from the exceptional resources pro-
vided by the Consortium. 
  
4.1 User requirements to a Grid middleware 
From the DEISA and D-Grid experiences first of all users need a working 
Grid middleware and infrastructure. The software has to be stable and avail-
able preferably all the time. In DEISA and D-Grid the UNICORE developers 
established fall back options e.g. for the UNICORE Gateway. As the  central 
entry point for every user request, the Gateway plays a crucial role. In DE-
ISA every partner site has installed a Gateway and all target systems are 
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available via all those Gateways. So, if one Gateway should crash, the user is 
still able to connect to another one to submit his jobs successfully. In D-Grid 
there are two identically configured Gateways running at different institu-
tions to avoid a single point of failure, too.  
In case of any trouble with the server components a monitoring tool for 
Grid components detecting problems like SIMON is essential, as problems 
should be fixed as soon as possible.  
Furthermore scientists have to be interested in protecting their data from 
unauthorized access. It would have dramatic consequences, if, for example, 
patent details would be stolen while the job is submitted to the Grid. Hence, 
security is essential for a production Grid middleware. UNICORE uses the 
standard X.509 PKI for authentication, authorisation, and data integration. 
Authentication is done in the UNICORE gateway which does the following 
checks:  
• Is the user’s certificate still valid? 
• Is the certificate on the current Certification Revocation List (CRL) 
of the signing CA? 
• Has it been signed by a trusted CA? 
Both DEISA and D-Grid only accept certificates signed by an EU-
GridPMA [14] trusted national Grid CA. The UNICORE security model for 
authentication is implemented in the UNICORE NJS which operates as a 
UNICORE scheduler. All public user certificates are stored in the UNI-
CORE UUDB and they are mapped to an existing account on the target sys-
tem. Every time the NJS receives an AJO, it checks if the signer’s certificate 
distinguished name (DN) is stored in the UUDB, and if so the job is for-
warded to the target system and assigned to the corresponding user account. 
In addition scientists submitting their jobs to a Grid often want their jobs 
not only to be computed on one computing platform but on different ones. 
They want to use an as much abstract job description as possible in their 
Grid client. UNICORE provides this with the AJO model which allows the 
user to generate his jobs and workflows very easily and platform independ-
ent.  
Often only initial hurdles prevent users from using Grid middleware. So 
difficulties occur even before the Grid middleware is used the first time. E.g. 
a criterion for users is how easy it is to adapt applications or to deal with and 
manage certificates. In order to deal with the first aspect, UNICORE pro-
vides the plug-in concept to adapt user’s applications into UNICORE in a 
comfortable way. Many Scientist are not familiar with certificates as user 
credentials. With the integrated UNICORE Keystore Editor the user can 
easily manage all his certificates or request for new ones.  
The acceptance of a Grid Middleware looms large with the convenience to 
access distributed resources regarding getting user accounts etc. The user 
administration of DEISA and D-Grid reduces the user’s administrational 
efforts to a minimum.   
Users’ customs differ e.g. concerning graphical user interfaces and com-
mand line tools for job submission. So it is precious to provide both with the 
same functionality like with DESHL and UNICORE. 
Our experiences with Grid infrastructures like DEISA and D-Grid show 
that fulfilment of functional requirements is not sufficient. Users want 
• 24 hours a day  and 7 days a week availability of the Grid infrastruc-
ture 
• 24 hours a day 7 days a week availability of the Grid experts 
Even if this is a ideal scenario which can’t be established at every Grid pro-
viding site for cost reasons DEISA and D-Grid established multiple ways to 
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provide multiple ways of user support. Both projects introduced a user and 
administrator help desk, central mailing lists and support hotlines at each 
participating site. In case of any problems the user contacts the list at their 
home site to solve the problem locally or to forward the request to another 
site. The quality of problem management is up to the time needed to solve 
the request.  
User support is absolutely essential but not only after a problem has oc-
curred but also before. So detailed documentation of all used Grid middle-
ware is necessary. Job examples have to be available and an additional FAQ 
section. DEISA and D-Grid provides this information on their web pages 
http://www.deisa.org and http://www.d-grid.de.   
5 Conclusions 
Grid has to mature more and more into a production status as it gets more 
and more desirable for scientists. There are various numbers of established 
Grid middleware systems which already satisfy the production interests of 
scientists and there is still much effort and funding to be spend on further 
development and integration of additional features, etc. However, in all those 
activities the developers should always focus on the user requirement; Grid 
middleware can only be successful if it is accepted and used by the end us-
ers, i.e. the scientists.  
Scientists have to be stimulated and encouraged to use Grid middleware 
for applications, computations, data transfer and access to resources. They 
also have to be encouraged to adapt and integrate their applications to/into 
Grids. But once convinced, they likely use it further on.  
In the meantime developers focus on Grid interoperability as a user 
should be able to submit his job transparently and independently of the un-
derlying Grid middleware.  
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